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Oxy Print House was established in 2003 and has grown to become Qatar’s foremost specialist in digital printing 
services. We produce exceptional promotional print that has real impact for our clients, ranging from large format 
outside advertising, such as hoardings, posters and building wraps, to promotional leaflets and brochures to 
lanyards and ID cards for exhibitions and events. 

Digital print is a breakthrough in promotional material production, saving time and producing fabulous, vivid 
colour print at a fraction of the price of conventional printing. Our team provide a tailored service and can suggest 
innovative ways of reaching your target audience. For instance, posters are a traditional way of attracting attention 
both inside and outdoors, but have you thought about floor graphics, hanging banners, or even flags? There are a 
huge number of ways to get your message across, both effectively and cost-efficiently.
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EXPERTISE

Large Format

Styro ArtsOffset & Digital Press 

Promotional Gifts

Branding & Design

Events & Exhibitions
Outdoor / Indoor Graphics
Building Wraps
Vehicle Wraps
Fabric Printing

3D Shapes & Characters 
3D Letters
Wedding Decorations
Mascot

Stationary
Packaging
Menu
Shopping bags
Catalogue & company profile
Presentation

Logo Design
Corporate Identity
Promotion Design
Packaging Design
Marketing Materials

At Oxy Print House we put the customer first, always. Our team is on hand to serve you in 
a professional way and to help you achieve your goal. It’s what we do best.

Booth & Kiosks
Conferences 
In Mall activation 
Ceremonies
Brand Activation
Wedding setup & Decoration

Customized Vip Gifts
Corporate Giveaways
Leisure & Sports
Leather Boxes
T-shirts & Caps Printing
Mugs Printing



SAMPLE
WORKS



Say
   it Big  
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Our large format digital printing machines can produce a wide range of exceptional outdoor 
media to any size, including big sizes such as building wraps, mega hoardings, scaffolding rigs, 
building banners and full window displays.
We can also produce posters for standard advertising sites around Doha, including billboards, 
Mupis and lamppost flags. In fact, we can produce any format to get your message across.

Large Format
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Outdoor / Indoor Graphics

Make it      
   enticing

Digital print is so versatile the applications are endless. Whether 
producing graphics for outdoor, retail outlet, restaurant, TV studio, 
or even your home, we can transform your message with attractive 
graphics to add that unique touch. Formats include billboards, mega 
hoardings, fences, Point of Sale items, wall murals, backlit signage, 
window decals, posters, counter mats, ceiling danglers and anything 
else you desire.

Why not give your reception area a complete revamp, or add some 
interesting graphics to your work areas? There’s no limit to what we can 
create, and you won’t be disappointed.
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Building Wraps
Using precise tiling technology and stabilised vinyl media we can cover 
tower façades of up to 60 floors. Our team can transform your ideas into 
gigantic images to capture the attention of passing traffic and make a 
big impression. Choose from standard vinyl, see-through vinyl and PVC 
mesh mounting.

    It’s
  a wrap
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Vehicle Wraps
Eye-catching vehicles wraps are a huge opportunity to get your 
company’s name out onto the streets. From simple yet effective panel 
stickers to expertly placed lettering and all-over wraps, our team of 
highly skilled experts will transform your car, van or lorry into a moving 
billboard, promoting your services and enticing customers into your 
retail outlets or business premises. 

    Give your
  image
    some vroom
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Fabric Branding 
Fluttering in the breeze, our regal flags present your company in the 
best light. Whether you wish to proclaim your company name, or simply 
want to dress a car park or outside area in your company’s colours, we 
have the solution.
In addition, we can design and create solutions to deliver captivating 
visual displays for retail, sporting events and wedding setup. 

   Fly the
Colours
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Oxy print house allows our clients to keep their message bright and lively!
Our printing offers the highest quality and most economical way of getting your printed pieces 
delivered with lightning speed and accuracy.  
Our commercial printing services includes: brochures, booklets, pamphlets, presentation folders, 
point of sales items, catalogs and magazine, invitations and certificate, perfect bound and case 
bound books, business forms, paper bag and boxes, you can choose from fine paper to luxury 
paper, Pu leather, and much more. We really can do it all.

Offset & Digital Press 
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    Quality result  
first time, 
    every time
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    A new 
dimension
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Oxy Styrofoam department is our main focus at the moment. Our new workshop was developed 
in 2016 and it was our gate to a new dimension.
This department is specialized in 3D dimensional shapes that stand and look fantastic; ideal for 
indoor/outdoor events, weddings, exhibitions, mall decoration, props and stage design.

 

Styro Arts
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We provide a wide range of striking booth and kiosk print solutions to suit all requirements and 
budgets, including covered foam panels, wooden structures, shell schemes, truss systems, 
exhibitions stands, fabric banners and vinyl graphics. From full stands to single mall booths, we can 
help attract delegates, shoppers and the general public to your sales team. The rest is up to you.  

Events & Exhibitions
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    Hey look   
 at me
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    Add 
  a little    
      class
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For your corporate events, special occasions, product launches and outdoor activities, we have a 
wide range of T-shirts, caps, key chains, wearable USBs and VIP gifts that can be branded with 
your company logo or message to suit your needs.

Promotional Gifts
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Branding & Design
Today competition between businesses is rather sharp. To stand out among the crowd, a company 
needs to be unique and recognizable by customers. A strong brand and design is what stands 
behind each successful product.
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     Your  
 corporate   
     identity
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West Walk, Al Waab
Zone 55, Street 160, Bldg. 44, Unit 3
P.O.Box: 24604, Doha - Qatar

Working time 
Saturday to Thursday 
8:30AM - 1:00PM
2:00PM - 6:00PM

OUR LOCATION
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PROUD TO SERVE
Over the years, we've the pleasure of working with a diverse 
spectrum of major clients spanning in different fields and sectors.
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     YOUR
NO.1 
   CHOICE
     YOUR
NO.1 
   CHOICE



Final Word

Why do our customers choose Oxy Print House? For a number of reasons. We’ve been around for 
over a decade and in that time we’ve become quite the expert in delivering premium printing services. 
We provide professional quality print with lasting, brilliant colour and fine detail, along with the most 
innovative applications available in the market today. Finally, our exceptional level of service is second 
to none. We believe all these combined make us the number one choice for digital printing services in 
Qatar.  

Our Promise 
At Oxy Print House we want our customers to be 100% happy with our service. If, for whatever reason, 
you are unsatisfied with the quality of our work, we will reprint the job at no extra cost. 



OxyPrintHouseoxyprint.com.qa


